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Abstract
Scientific articles often include in-text citations quoting from external sources. When the
cited source is an article, the citation context can be analyzed by exploring the article fulltext. To quickly access the key information, researchers are often interested in identifying
the sections of the cited article that are most pertinent to the text surrounding the citation in the citing article. This paper first performs a data-driven analysis of the correlation
between the textual content of the sections of the cited article and the text snippet where
the citation is placed. The results of the correlation analysis show that the title and abstract
of the cited article are likely to include content highly similar to the citing snippet. However, the subsequent sections of the paper often include cited text snippets as well. Hence,
there is a need to understand the extent to which an exploration of the full-text of the cited
article would be beneficial to gain insights into the citing snippet, considering also the
fact that the full-text access could be restricted. To this end, we then propose a classification approach to automatically predicting whether the cited snippets in the full-text of the
paper contain a significant amount of new content beyond abstract and title. The proposed
approach could support researchers in leveraging full-text article exploration for citation
analysis. The experiments conducted on real scientific articles show promising results: the
classifier has a 90% chance to correctly distinguish between the full-text exploration and
only title and abstract cases.
Keywords Citation analysis · Deep natural language processing · Citation classification

Introduction
To disseminate scientific knowledge thousands of papers have been published every day
in national and international journals, conference proceedings, and books. Scientists commonly explore the literature related to their research area prior to writing a scientific article.
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Even though, in most cases, they know in advance the publication venues where relevant
previous works had been published, performing an exhaustive literature review could be
extremely time-consuming.
To reduce the time spent perusing the related literature, a shortcut is to browse the citation network. For example, starting from few, authoritative papers, readers could explore
the cited publications in order to deepen the study of a particular topic. Exploring the cited
paper is typically useful when the citing context of a citation (i.e., the snippet of text in
the citing paper surrounding the citation) is not self-explanatory or when there is a need
to gain additional knowledge on that particular aspect. However, reading the full-text of
the cited articles could be still time-consuming, Therefore, it is worth exploring the textual
correlation between the separate sections of the cited paper and the local context where the
citation is placed (He et al., 2010). The aim is to identify the sections that are worth reading since their content is likely to be correlated to that of the citing context.
Given a large corpus of annotated academic papers [i.e., the ScisummNet dataset (Yasunaga et al., 2019)], we first perform a data-driven correlation analysis between the citing
contexts (namely the citances) and the content of the cited articles. Specifically, we explore
the relationship between the text of the citance and the content of the separate sections of
the cited paper. The goal is to identify the sections that are most likely to include pertinent
content. To this aim, we train explainable classification models trained on citance-cited
paper section pairs in order to capture the most significant underlying text correlations. To
this end, we describe citance-cited section relationships according to various syntactic and
semantic features, including those trained using Deep NLP models (Mikolov et al., 2013;
Pagliardini et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019). The experiments carried out on 1000 papers
and 16,981 citations have shown that
• the content of title and abstract of the cited paper is highly similar to that of the citing
context. Notice that for most of the academic publications title and abstract are accessible without paying any editorial fee, whereas the access to the subsequent sections can
be restricted.
• for a subset of the analyzed citations it is worth exploring also method, experiments,
or conclusion sections because their content has shown to provide relevant information
about the citing context.

A citance often points to several text snippets in the cited paper. When the cited text is in
both the title and abstract and in the subsequent sections of the paper it is unclear the extent
to which a full-text exploration of the cited paper provides additional knowledge on the
citance beyond reading only the title and abstract. Despite full-text article exploration definitely provides additional knowledge, there is a need to understand the extent to which an
exploration of the full-text of the cited article would be beneficial to gain insights into the
citing snippet, considering also the fact that the full-text access could be restricted. Specifically, given a citance and the preliminary (freely accessible) sections of a cited paper, we
aim at understanding whether a machine learning-based approach could support researchers in automatically identifying the citances that would require further explorations of the
cited article beyond simply reading the title and abstract. In other words, the main goal of
the present study is to use classification techniques to leverage full-text article exploration
for citation analysis.
To address the aforesaid issue, we design a classification approach trained on citancecited paper pairs extracted from ScisummNet data (Yasunaga et al., 2019, 2017). The training dataset includes a selection of features describing the similarity between the content
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Table 1  Key statistics on the
ScisummNet dataset

Statistic

Value

Num. of papers

998

Num. of citations
Min. num. of citations per paper
Max. num. of citations per paper
Avg. num. of citations per paper
Min. abstract length [num. of words]
Max. abstract length [num. of words]
Avg. abstract length [num. of words]
Min. full-text length [num. of words]
Max. full-text length [num. of words]
Avg. full-text length [num. of words]

16981
3
20
17.01
21
964
112.15
316
22821
4438.94

of the preliminary sections of the cited paper and that of the citance. The key idea is to
analyze the textual correlations among the title and abstract of the cited paper and citances
in order to automatically recommend a full-text exploration of the cited paper.
The experimental results achieved on the ScisummNet dataset show promising performance: the machine learning models have a 90% chance to correctly distinguish between
full-text and only title-abstract cases.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the ScisummNet data
collection. Section 3 details the research questions addressed by the current work. Section 4 overviews the related literature. Section 5 describes the features used to model the
similarity between citance and cited text. Section 6 presents the correlation analysis and
summarizes the key results, whereas in Sect. 7 the classification approach is described and
an empirical validation of the proposed solution is reported as well. Finally, Sect. 8 draws
conclusions and discusses the future developments of this work.

The ScisummNet dataset
CL-SciSumm (Chandrasekaran et al., 2019) is an yearly research challenge focused on the
analysis of scientific paper full-text and scientometric data. More specifically, it addresses
the analysis of a set of topics, where each topic consists of a reference paper (RP) and a set
of citing papers (CPs), all containing citations to the RP.
Since 2019 the CL-SciSumm Shared Tasks have been carried out on the ScisummNet
data collection (Yasunaga et al., 2019, 2017). ScisummNet is a large-scale, human-annotated dataset consisting of about 1000 papers in the ACL anthology network with their
citation networks (e.g. citation sentences, citation counts) and their comprehensive, manual summaries.1 ScisummNet was manually annotated by the contest organizers to foster the study and development of innovative research in citation-aware scientific paper
summarization.

1

ScisummNet project link: https://cs.stanford.edu/~myasu/projects/scisumm_net/.
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Table 2  Notation used
throughout the paper

Symbol

Description

P

Scientific paper collection

pi
pj
cit
cts
ns(pi)

Citing paper
Cited paper
Citance, i.e., a sentence in pi including the citation.
Cited text span, i.e., a snippet of text referenced by cit
number of sections in paper pi
The k-th section of cited paper pj

Sk(pj)
𝛼
t+a

Similarity scores’ weight
Title and abstract sections

A selection of statistics on the analyzed dataset is reported in Table 1. Notably, the number of citations per paper, the abstract and full-text sizes are quite variable thus highlighting the complexity of the addressed task.2
Let P be the set of scientific papers enriched with citation information. For each citation ScisummNet stores (i) the full-text of the citing paper in pi ∈ P (including title and
abstract, but excluding funding and acknowledgement information), (ii) the snippet of text
(typically one sentence) in pi including the citation, namely the citance (cit), (iii) the fulltext of the cited paper pj ∈ P , (iv) the snippets of text (typically few consecutive sentences)
in pj to which the citance refers to, namely the cited text snippets (cts). Notice that each citance can be mapped to one or more cited text snippets (typically from one to five).
Since 2016 the CL-SciSumm research challenges consist of the following Shared Tasks:
• Task 1A: For each citance, identify the cited text spans in the RP that most accurately
reflect the citance.
• Task 1B: For each cited text span, identify what facet of the paper it belongs to, from a
predefined set of facets.
• Task 2: Generate a structured, fixed-length summary of the RP from the cited text spans
of the RP.

The present study is grounded on scientometric data available in the ScisummNet data set.
It addresses a new research challenge partly related to Tasks 1A and 1B, but conceptually different from those previously addressed by CL-SciSumm, namely the use of machine
learning to leverage full-text article exploration for citation analysis. A thorough description of the addressed problem is given in Sect. 3.

2
Few tens of scientific papers in the ScisummNet collection were disregarded in the word counts due to
clear inconsistencies in raw text parsing.
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Fig. 1  Use case sketch

Problem statement and practical use case
We hereafter formalize the problem addressed by the present paper on the ScisummNet
collection (Yasunaga et al., 2019). Notice that the same problem can be trivially extended
to similar data collections. For our convenience, hereafter we will rely on the notation summarized in Table 2.
We analyze a collection of papers, where the text snippet within a citance cit in pi contains a citation to a specific cited paper pj ∈ P . For the sake of simplicity, citations within
the same text span are deemed as distinct citances.
Based on the paper structure, the content of the cited paper can be partitioned into sections. Let Sk( pj ) be the k-th section of pj . Common examples of sections are title, abstract,
introduction, methodology, experiments, and conclusions. Title and abstract can be approximately classified as open-access, since most editors give free access to their content. Conversely, all the remaining sections will be hereafter denoted by restricted since their content (depending upon the editor’s policies) could be not freely available.3
The goal of this paper is to address the following research questions.
RQ1	Explore the correlation between the textual content of the citance cit ∈ pi and that
of each section Sk( pj ) [1 ≤ k ≤ ns(pi )].
RQ2	Classify citances as (i) open-access, if the preliminary, open access sections of the
cited paper (i.e., title and abstract) provide most of the related information, or (ii)
restricted, if relevant information is provided by the subsequent sections.
The former task (RQ1) entails studying the syntactic and semantic relationships between
citances and cited sections. It provides insights into the pertinence between the citing text
span and different portions of the cited text. The latter task (RQ2) focuses on automatically
classifying a citance as either mainly described title and abstract (i.e., further explorations
of the full-text of the cited paper could be not necessary) or described by other (potentially
restricted) content not present in the title and abstract.

3
For the sake of simplicity, we will ignore the fact that the content of some papers is fully available for
free since such information is not available in the ScisummNet dataset.
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The proposed methodology has a typical use case, which is sketched in Fig. 1 and
briefly described below.
Use case description A researcher is reading a paper, which contains a citation. She/he
would like to deepen his knowledge on the main topic covered by the citance (i.e., the text
around the citation). She/he could access the editorial version of the cited paper and read
its introductory parts (i.e., title and abstract). We aim at proposing a classification-based
system that supports the researcher in deciding whether to further explore the article fulltext or not. The classification method automatically predicts whether the content of the
remaining sections of the cited paper is likely to include a relevant amount of additional
knowledge compared to the title and abstract.

Related works
We discuss the position of the present work compared to the previous contributions to the
existing CL-SciSumm tasks (see Sect. 4.1), the previous studies on citation-based paper
indexing (see Sect. 4.2), and the works related to citation classification and recommendation (see Sect. 4.3).

Contributions to CL‑SciSumm
The CL-SciSumm research challenge has fostered cutting-edge research on scientometric
data. To identify the cited text spans (i.e., task 1a), most previous works focused on modeling the relation between citances and candidate cited sentences. For example, the best
performing approach presented in the latest edition (2019) exploited pre-trained sentence
embeddings to capture text similarity using Deep NLP techniques (Zerva et al., 2020).
Alternative approaches have exploited CNN and LSTM Neural Network architectures
(e.g., AbuRa’ed et al., 2018; Moraes et al., 2018; Nomoto, 2018), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (e.g., Li et al., 2018), and similarity-based models relying on a mix of citation-dependent and citation-independent features (e.g., La Quatra et al., 2019; Yeh et al., 2017).
According to a pilot study of the biomedical summarization track of the text analysis
conference 2014,4 most citations refer to one or more specific aspects of the cited paper
(usually Aim, Method, Result/Data, or Conclusion) (Ronzano and Saggion, 2016). Hence,
an appealing parallel research direction is the automatic identification of the citation discourse facet (i.e., task 1b). Most related works have adopted binary classifiers combining various latent features trained using Deep NLP techniques (e.g., Davoodi et al., 2018;
Ma et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018). Other approaches have considered simpler word- or
sentence-based relevance scores (e.g., Baruah et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018). Recently, facet
annotations have also been exploited to produce discourse facet summaries of scientific
papers (La Quatra et al., 2020).
A more detailed overview of the latest CL-SciSumm contributions is given in Chandrasekaran et al. (2019). This work extends the original CL-SciSumm tasks by exploring
the correlation between the content of the text snippet where the citation is placed and the
sections of the cited article content. Unlike task 1.b, we analyze text at the section-level
(instead of at the sentence-level) and the goal is not faceted classification. To the best of

4

https://tac.nist.gov/2014/BiomedSumm/index.html.
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our knowledge, exploring section relevance to a particular citance cannot be addressed by
any existing approaches addressing the CL-SciSumm tasks.

Citation‑based paper indexing
Exploring the citation network is crucial for gaining knowledge on specific scientific topics. Under this umbrella, a relevant research problem entails effectively retrieving the
papers that are most pertinent to a given citation. For example, the authors in Ritchie et al.
(2006) studied how exploring the textual context of the citations in scientific papers could
improve the indexing of the cited papers. They studied the effect of combining the existing
index terms of a paper with additional expressions from citing articles. Related studies on
using terms around citations to index the cited paper have also been presented in Ritchie
et al. (2008, 2008). All the aforesaid studies confirmed the importance of correctly selecting and deeply analyzing the text around citations (i.e., the citances) to gain insights into
scientometric data (Khalid et al., 2017; Ritchie et al., 2008). However, to our best knowledge, they do not differentiate between the citances whose content is strongly correlated to
specific sections of the cited paper, which is instead the main goal of the present work.

Citation classification and recommendation
To enrich scientific papers with scientometric data, the corresponding citations can be
automatically annotated. For example, in Jha et al. (2017) and Yousif et al. (2019) the
authors focused on predicting the sentiment (polarity) of a citation as well as its main purpose. The relevance of a citation to a specific context has been investigated in HernandezAlvarez et al. (2017), whereas in Cohan et al. (2019) and Jurgens et al. (2018) the authors
focused on inferring the citation intent.
Automated citation classification is typically the first step of a personalized citation recommender, whose goal is to support researchers in finding a relevant manuscript on the
web according to their actual needs. Citation recommendation entails identifying the citations that are most pertinent to a given academic paper (Jeong et al., 2019). When the citation must be pertinent to a particular snippet of text where the citation should be placed,
the problem is commonly denoted by context-aware citation recommendation (Jeong et al.,
2020; Cohan et al., 2020). A recent survey on citation recommendation is given in Ali et al.
(2020). The problem addressed by this paper also falls into the citation classification, but
the aim of the present work is substantially different from all the aforesaid ones.

Feature engineering
To explore the relationship between a citance and different sections of the cited papers
in the ScisummNet collection (Yasunaga et al., 2019), we first map the original section
headers to a predefined subset of categories, namely Title, Abstract, Introduction, Related
works, Method, Experiments and Conclusions and future works using English-based regular expressions. Then, we extract a subset of features describing the syntactic and semantic
relationships between the content of each section of the cited paper and the text snippet in
the citance.
A more detailed description of the analyzed features is given below, whereas Table 3
summarizes the naming convention used throughout the paper.
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Table 3  Name conventions used
throughout the paper

Abbreviation

Description

S2V

Cosine similarity between Sent2Vec embeddings

W2V
BERT
R1
R2
RL
R∗

Cosine similarity between Word2Vec embeddings
Cosine similarity between BERT embeddings
Rouge-1 score
Rouge-2 score
Rouge-L score
Rouge-based methods (R1, R2, RL)

V∗
F
T
A
I
R
M
E
C

Full set of features (R+V)
Title section
Abstract section
Introduction section
Related works section
Method section
Experiments section
Conclusions and future works section

Embedding based methods (S2V, W2V)

Features derived from vector representations of text. In recent years, vector representations of text have become extremely popular in text mining and analytics. They have
found application, for instance, in speech recognition, automatic text translation, and analogy detection (Zhang et al., 2018). The use of high-dimensional text encodings allows us
to capture linguistic regularities and semantic relationships between citances and cited
sections.
In the subsequent analyses we consider the following embedding models: (1) a popular
word-level embedding model, i.e., Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013). (2) a contextualized
sentence-level embedding model, namely Sent2Vec (Pagliardini et al., 2018). (3) a transformer-based model, namely BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), which leverages the attention
mechanism to attend relevant information at the sentence level. Word-level embeddings,
such as (1), suffer from the lack of word contextualization. To derive the sentence encoding, the corresponding vectors are averaged (Pilehvar and Camacho-Collados, 2020). Contextualized embeddings, such as (2) and (3), provide a dynamic word contextualization.
Among them, BERT-based transformers have recently outperformed all the other models
in several NLP tasks.
To capture word- and sentence-level text similarities, we compute the similarity
between the sentence-level representations of the cited and citing text separately for Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), Sent2Vec (Pagliardini et al., 2018), and BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019).5
Features derived from co-occurrence-based models. We compare also the content of
each section with that of the citing context using the established Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (Rouge) toolkit (Lin, 2004). Rouge measures the unit overlap between two different text snippets. It quantifies the syntactic similarity between two

5
We used the Sentence-BERT model (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019), which is specifically tuned for the
semantic similarity task.
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Fig. 2  Section-level feature relevance comparison. ScisummNet
dataset

portions of text by looking for the n-grams in common between the two. To our purposes,
hereafter we will rely on the Rouge recall measure, which is given by

Rn =

Cmatch (ngram )
C(ngram )

where C(ngram ) is the n-grams’ count in the reference text whereas Cmatch (ngram ) is the
number of matching n-grams in the tested text snippets. The idea behind it is to verify
the coherence, in terms of percentage of common n-grams, between the tested and reference text snippets. In this work, we target the Rouge recall values expressed in terms
of unigrams (Rouge-1), bigrams (Rouge-2), and longest common subsequence (Rouge-L),
respectively.

Correlation analysis
To answer the Research Question 1, we carry out a data-driven text correlation analysis
between the citances and the sections in the cited paper. To this purpose, we build a classification model aimed at predicting whether an arbitrary citance points to a specific paper.
Classifier decisions are taken based on a set of features describing the textual similarity between the citance and each section of the candidate paper. The idea behind it is to
explain classifier decisions in order to understand which sections of the cited papers are
most discriminating in predicting the correct mapping between citances and cited papers.
We model the features extracted from the raw textual content as a labeled relational
dataset (Zaki et al., 2020). Specifically, each record of the dataset is identified by a distinct
pair ⟨ pj , cit ⟩, where pj is an arbitrary paper and cit is a citance. For each feature described
in Sect. 5, we generate a separate dataset attribute separately for each section in pj . Each
record has a label (l) that indicates whether cit cites pj or not. Specifically, if the citation
included in cit points to the paper pj then the label is positive (negative otherwise). Since
each citance references only one paper, to avoid introducing a bias due to class imbalance
we perform under-sampling of the negative class.
We train the following classification models: Decision Trees, Random Forest, Gradient
Boosting, and AdaBoost (Zaki et al., 2020). They are deemed as particularly suitable for
explaining the relationship between citances and cited paper sections because they provide
an estimate of the feature relevance score in classification thus indicating which sectionlevel descriptors are most discriminating.
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Fig. 3  Feature relevance analysis.
ScisummNet dataset

Fig. 4  Example of Decision tree model. ScisummNet dataset

Figure 2 summarizes the feature relevance scores, averaged over the sections of the
cited papers, separately for each algorithm. Independently of the considered model, title,
abstract, and method appeared to be the most discriminating sections.
To further investigate the importance of each category of features in the classification
phase, we also compute the aggregated feature importance scores separately per feature
category. Figure 3 reports the importance level of each feature type, according to a representative classifier (Decision Tree), separately for each section. The results shows that
BERT-based features are the most discriminating ones.
To gain insights into the characteristics of the trained models, Fig. 4 shows an example
of decision model trained on the relational dataset.6 Decision trees are popular classification models relying on tree-based structures. Due to their inherent simplicity, decision trees
can be manually explored to understand the rationale behind class label assignments. The
root and intermediate nodes of the decision tree are the non-predictive data features, while

6
For the sake of readability, we considered only the most discriminating feature type, i.e., the BERT features.
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each leaf node is associated with a class label (Zaki et al., 2020). At each intermediate
node, a test condition is applied to the test record on the value of the corresponding nonpredictive feature. The test outcome is assigned based on one or more cutoff thresholds.
For instance, the most discriminating feature (depicted in the left hand-side of Fig. 4) is
the BERT-based similarity computed between the title of the cited paper and the citing
context. Once a test record has to be classified, the test on this particular feature value is
applied first to decide which branch of the tree must be visited further. Hence, to predict
whether a section is relevant to a given citance, the decision tree model recommends us to
evaluate first the similarity with the title of the cited paper in order to take a decision.
Based on the outcomes of the test performed at the first stage, different branches of the
tree can be visited further. For example, according to the tree in Fig. 4, the similarity with
the title and abstract are considered at the second stage. The histogram depicted within
each node of the tree shows the distribution of the BERT similarity values, the cutoff
threshold used for the test (0.37 for the root node), and the percentages of training records
belonging to the positive and negative class labels, respectively, that fall in each interval.
The top-down tree visit stops when all the remaining records (or the majority of them) have
the same class. In the reported example, the stop of the tree visit is forced at the third stage
for the sake of readability.

Recommending full‑text article exploration for citation analysis
Given the additional knowledge provided by the full-text article content for citation analysis, we are interested in finding the cases when the contribution of the additional knowledge is less significant. Specifically, the goal of the Research Question 2 is to automatically
identify the cases in which the full-text of the cited paper is worth considering beyond title
and abstract content. To this aim, we propose a classification method and apply it to the
ScisummNet collection (Yasunaga et al., 2019). Notice that, thanks to the generality of the
proposed approach, it can be trivially applied to similar data collections as well.
The classifier takes as input (i) a citance cit and (ii) the content of the title and abstract
sections (t+a, in short) of the cited paper pj pointed by cit. The classification model is
trained on a relational dataset describing the relationship between the textual content of
citance and that of t+a. Each record of the training dataset is identified by a distinct pair ⟨
pj , cit ⟩. The features used to describe the similarity relationship are summarized in Sect. 5.
Let ctst+a be the subset of cited text spans in cts that occur in t+a. Let ctsfull be the
remaining cited text spans in pj , i.e., cts = ctst+a ∪ ctsfull . Each record has a label (l) indicating the overlap between ctst+a and ctsfull . Specifically, in the training set we label a
record ⟨ pj , cit ⟩ as positive if
• the cited text snippets cts in pj are all located in t+a, i.e., cts = ctst+a or
• at least one of the cited text snippets in pj is located in t+a (i.e., ctst+a ≠ �) and the
remaining cited text snippets in cts (ctsfull ) are highly similar to t+a.

Otherwise, the record is labeled as negative.
The idea behind it is to first verify the presence of cited text spans in the introductory
sections of pj (t+a) and then compare the content of t+a with that of the cited text spans
in the remaining parts of the cited paper. If the classifier predicts positive then the exploration of the full-text of the cited paper is not recommended since the cited text spans located
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Fig. 5  Sketch of the labelling procedure

in the subsequent sections does not provide sufficiently new information compared to that
already available in t+a. Conversely, if the classifier predicts negative then a significant
portion of the cited content is not present in t+a. Therefore, the full-text of the cited paper
is worth exploring.
We quantify the level of similarity between ctsfull and t+a according to the following
complementary aspects: (i) syntactic similarity, which relies on co-occurrence-based models and (ii) semantic similarity, which is expressed by the similarity between the vector representations of text in the latent space (Mikolov et al., 2013). More specifically, hereafter
we will consider the following similarity measures:
• Syntactic similarity (synsim): n-gram co-occurrences in ctsfull and t+a, computed in
terms of Rouge-2 Recall measure.
• Semantic similarity (semsim): similarity in the embedding latent space between ctsfull
and t+a, computed by the cosine similarity between the corresponding BERT sentence
vectors.
• Mixed similarity: a mix of the above similarity scores:

mixedsim = 𝛼 ⋅ synsim + (1 − 𝛼) ⋅ semsym
where 𝛼 (0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1) expresses the importance of syntactic and semantic similarity
scores.
ctsfull and t+a are deemed as highly similar if their similarity score is above 70%. A sketch
of the data labeling procedure is depicted in Fig. 5.

Quantitative empirical evaluation
We empirically evaluated the ability of the classification algorithms to correctly predict
the target class (i.e., positive or negative) of an arbitrary pair of citance and cited paper
⟨ pj , cit ⟩ . Notice that, for our purposes, the two class labels are not equally important: a
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Table 4  Classifiers’ performance.
ScisummNet dataset. 𝛼 = 0.5

Classifier

AUC

Accuracy

Negative class
Prec

Recall

F1-Score

AdaBoost

0.90

0.90

0.92

0.97

0.94

GNB
GB
MLP
DT
RF

0.86
0.91
0.91
0.71
0.90

0.87
0.91
0.90
0.87
0.91

0.93
0.94
0.93
0.93
0.93

0.92
0.96
0.96
0.93
0.97

0.93
0.95
0.94
0.93
0.95

Fig. 6  Receiver operating characteristic. ScisummNet dataset.
Gradient boosting classifier

record labeled as positive corresponds to a citation that does not require a full-text cited
paper exploration. Hence, the corresponding human effort is quite limited. Conversely,
a record labeled as negative entails exploring the full-text of the cited paper thus the
effort devoted to text perusal is more significant. Therefore, we deem a false negative
classification error as more critical than a false positive one. To evaluate classifier performance, we conducted an empirical campaign using a variety of different classification algorithms, i.e., AdaBoost, decision trees (DT), gradient boosting (GB), multilayer perceptron (MLP), and Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB). To train the classifiers we
exploited the implementations available in the Scikit Learn Python library (Pedregosa
et al., 2011). All the experiments were run on a machine equipped with Intel® Xeon®
X5650, 32 GB of RAM and running Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS.
The results are summarized in Table 4 and in Fig. 6. Specifically, in Table 4 we
report the results according to the following evaluation measures:
• The Area under curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC), which
evaluates the ability of the classifier to correctly discriminate between positive and
negative labels. Specifically, it indicates the probability that the classifier outcome
applied to a positive record (i.e., a citation for which a full-text exploration is not
necessary) is higher than those applied to a negative record (i.e., a citation requiring
a full-text cited paper exploration).
• Accuracy: it indicates the fraction of correctly classified records.
• Precision of class negative: it indicates the fraction of correctly classified negative
records among all the records labeled as negative.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7  Effects of varying the 𝛼 parameter

• Recall of class negative: it indicates the fraction of negative records that have been
retrieved over the total number of negative records.
• The F1-score of class negative: it is the harmonic mean of precision and recall of class
negative.

To investigate the ability of the classifier to correctly handle the most critical situations
(i.e., when a classifier error would entail a relevant human effort), we focus the per-class
evaluation on precision, recall, and F1-score of the negative class.
For each classifier we performed a grid search and in Table 4 we reported the values
achieved separately for each evaluation metric. Figure 6 plots the ROC curve for the best
performing classifier (Gradient Boosting). All the tested classifiers show a fairly good
trade-off between sensitivity (true positive rate) and specificity (inverse of the false positive rate). The best performing classifiers achieved 91% AUC, meaning that there is 91%
chance that the classification model will be able to correctly distinguish between positive
and negative cases. The achieved F1-score values indicate that the ability of the classifiers
to correctly predict the negative cases is very high (around 94%). The choice of the classification algorithm and of the configuration setting slightly affects classification performance.

Impact of the similarity score
We explored also the effect of the type of similarity score used to compare citances and
cited text snippets. Specifically, we varied the value of the 𝛼 parameter to weigh differently
the importance of syntactic (Rouge-based) and semantic (BERT-based) scores.
The box-plots in Fig. 7 respectively show the variations of average percentage accuracy
and false positive ratio (FPR) of different classifiers by testing several 𝛼 values in the range
[0,1]. The results show limited performance variability (e.g., within 0.5% FPR variations
for all the tested classifiers). In the recommended 𝛼 setting, the two contributions are equalized (𝛼 = 0.5).
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Title (cited paper)
Abstract (cited paper)

Citance (citing paper)

Transformation based learning in the fast lane
Transformation-based learning has been successfully employed to solve many natural language processing problems. It achieves state-of-the-art performance on many natural language processing tasks and
does not overtrain easily. However, it does have a serious drawback: the training time is often intolerably
long, especially on the large corpora which are often used in NLP. In this paper, we present a novel and
realistic method for speeding up the training time of a transformation-based learner without sacrificing
performance. The paper compares and contrasts the training time needed and performance achieved by
our modified learner with two other systems: a standard transformation-based learner, and the ICA system. The results of these experiments show that our system is able to achieve a significant improvement
in training time while still achieving the same performance as a standard transformation-based learner.
This is a valuable contribution to systems and algorithms which utilize transformation-based learning at
any part of the execution.
Adaptor Grammars are formally defined in Johnson et al (2007b), which should be consulted for technical
details.
Bayesian Inference for PCFGs via Markov chain Monte Carlo
This paper presents two Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms for Bayesian inference of probabilistic con- text free grammars (PCFGs) from terminal strings, providing an alternative to maximumlikelihood estimation using the Inside-Outside algorithm. We illustrate these methods by estimating a
sparse grammar describing the morphology of the Bantu language Sesotho, demonstrating that with
suitable priors Bayesian techniques can infer linguistic structure in situations where maximum likelihood
methods such as the Inside-Outside algorithm only produce a trivial grammar

Title (cited paper)
Abstract (cited paper)

Negative

Other attempts to address efficiency include the fast Transformation based learning (TBL) Toolkit (Ngai
and Florian,2001) which dramatically speeds up training TBL systems, and the translation of TBL rules
into finite state machines for very fast tagging

Citance (citing paper)

Positive

Text

Type

Label

Table 5  Examples of positive/negative predictions. ScisummNet dataset
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Qualitative empirical evaluation
We explored the outcomes of the classification process in order to gain insights into the
automated labeling process. Table 5 reports two citation examples, respectively belonging to the positive and negative cases. In the positive case, the citance refers to a particular technique, i.e., transformation based learning (TBL), and to the efficiency problem
addressed by the paper. The title explicitly mentions the name of the considered technique,
whereas the abstract details the goal of the paper, i.e., speed up the TBL training process.
Overall, the title and abstract include highly similar content compared to the citance.
In the negative sample the citance includes a reference to a paper to be consulted for technical details about Adaptor Grammars. However, the title and abstract of the cited paper do not
mention Adaptor Grammar at all. Regarding the citation, the content of the title and abstract
seems to be not self-explanatory. Thus, researchers who are interesting in getting insights into
that particular topic probably need to explore the remaining sections of the cited paper.
To allow comparative analyses and foster further research on the same dataset, we made
the full set of classifier outcomes available.7

Conclusions and future works
The paper presents a classification-based approach to analyzing the textual correlation
between the section-level content of cited papers and the context in which citations are
placed in the citing papers (i.e., the text around the citation). By exploring explainable
classification models, we got interesting insights into the correlations hidden in the analyzed textual data.
Full-text article exploration definitely provides additional knowledge. However, it is
unclear the extent to which an exploration of the paper sections beyond title and abstract is
beneficial to gain insights into the citing snippet. The empirical results show that a classification model is able to accurately discriminate between the cases showing a clear benefit
and not.
The achieved results leave room for various extensions. Firstly, we plan to extend the
proposed methodology to open scientometric data sets where links between citances
and cited text spans are not explicit [e.g., Saier and Färber (2020)]. Secondly, we plan to
explore the applicability of DNN architectures to accomplish the same task. Finally, we
would like to design a citation recommender that takes into account the text relationships
at the section level as well as the characteristics of the paper content in terms of availability
(i.e., open-access vs. restricted). The developed citation recommender system can be integrated into an existing reviewer assignment tool (Cagliero et al., 2021).
Open Access This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License,
which permits use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, as long
as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons licence, and indicate if changes were made. The images or other third party material in this article
are included in the article’s Creative Commons licence, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the
material. If material is not included in the article’s Creative Commons licence and your intended use is not
permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly
from the copyright holder. To view a copy of this licence, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
7

https://github.com/MorenoLaQuatra/scim-fte
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